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Our learning this week Our learning next week Notices and Homework

English
The children have completed their diary 
writing, ensuring they have used informal 
techniques and attempted shifts in 
formailty. 

Spellings
Due to spelling tests, the 
children had no spelling 
homework this week.

Maths
The children have been coverting between 
units of measure. 

Topic
In art the children have been designing and 
creating their own t-shirts in preparation for 
Comic Relief. In Science, the children have 
been planning their own investigations to 
explore buzzers in preparation for 
designing their own burgular alarms.

English
They will be moving on to learning about 
different persuasive techniques in order to 
write a letter of advice. They willlearn about 
modal verbs and how they change the level 
of possibility in a sentence. 

Spellings
The children will be learning to spell words 
with hyphens. 

Maths
The children will be learning to problem and 
use algebra. 

Topic
In Science children will be conducting their 
experiments related to buzzers and writing 
up their investigations. In Geography, 
children will continue exploring a refugges 
journey through Europe. 

Homework
Children will be given a weekly spelling test. 
Please encourage your children to practise 
these at home. 

Accelerated Reader
Well done to all the children who are 
achieving their targets on Accelerated 
Reader. Just a reminder that the school 
expectation is that children read daily at 
home and are given time at school to 
complete the tests. We track children’s 
progress towards their targets on a weekly 
basis. 

Maths Homework; ensure children are up to date 
with the following pages.

Year 5: 34-35
Year 6: 23,29

If children are finding any areas of their 
homework they must tell either myslef or Mrs 
Wilson and we will give tem some extra help in 
school.
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